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Glosas croniQuefises:
A Syncbronic Bilingual (American Indigenous

Languages - Spanish) Set oJ Glossaries

Theoretical foundations

Iosas croniQuenses is a project that exhibits a distinct postcolonial

approach, in that it considers texts as discourses and criticizes

those accepted as foundational by conventional historians and anthro-
pologists. Native languages and Spanish, as they appear in those dis-

courses, have been studied as languages in contact by Solano (1991,

1993) and Rivarola (1990), as well as by Rosenblat (t977) and Alvar
(1970) among others. These scholars deal with ever-changing Royal lin-
guistic policies, the emergence of Spanish dialects in the Andes, the
impossibility of expressing Catholic dogma in native languages, and the

influences co-existing languages had on each other. A fresh view on
these authors has been the stepping stone for my research on early lan-
guage conflict in America.

One strand of postcolonial theory validates the critical reading of

early colonial documents about Gwantinsuyu, such as Antonio

Cornejo-P<rf ar (199+), who brought forward the concept of beterogeneity

irr  rc lat iorr  to t l rat  <i l  n idr i l ion in order to ini t iate a discussion about this
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literature. These conceptual clarifications have been followed by those

of Ratil Bueno (2004) regarding the crisis of occidentalization of indige'

nous populations. Also, heterologies as discussed by de Certeau in describ-

ing "discourses on the other" are quite useful theoretical developments

to help pin down the core of traces that characteize the early texts by

Spaniards on the Andean peoples and regions. I have left behind

concepts like bybridkm, transcuhurality, and mestizaje, since they tend to

obliterate and obscure the violence of the cultural encounter between

Europeans and indigenous peoples and the subsequent manipulation by

Spaniards of their cultures, histories, and languages'

Early Spanish authors had to resort to the memory of living wit'

nesses andkbipu keepers'recordings in order to fulfil l their needs for

written information. They were compelled to transform those personal

memories and social registers into historicized texts, forcing them into

chronological order. These texts have been through various processes

in which intermediation has played a preponderant role. These

processes include consecutive translation of the oral expression of the
,,general language" into oral Spanish. They also involve transfer from

the knotted register of the kbipu to the written one with ink on paper. If

we follow chronological order, these processes will follow a sequence:

the Spaniard asks a question in oral Spanish, the "lengua" or interpreter

traduces into the "general languageJ' The informants consult theit khipu

and answer in "general language"; the interpreter translates the answer

into oral Spanish; and a Spaniard writes it on a paper folio. Ve stand

before a combination of translation and transcoding pfoc€SS€S: informa'-

tion changes language and code while being recorded. Each one of

these steps adds a dose of interference to the final message. Notwith'

standing all these transformations, the texts contain valuable informa'

tion about cultural aspects of past civilizations. They have to be

reconsidered and re-evaluated, taking into consideration the amount of

distortion intermediation processes generate, in order to adapt them to

European historiography. The documents themselves have suffered

mutilations, loss, deterioration due to humidity and worm damage,

besides being subjected to other disasters such as fire, earthquakes, and
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wars. Some of those documents, once thought to be originals, have

since been identified as copies or dictated versions written down by
semi-literate scribes, with all the ensuing errors in encoding that might
be expected . Glosas croniQuenses is also based on Andean linguistics, a dis-

cipline dedicated in part to the recovery of the lexical and semantic pat-

rimony of Andean languages. It should be noted that these glossaries

spring from texts written in the Spanish language. Native words which

appear in those texts are identified as 'Americanisms" and they are stud-
ied by philologists as loans to Spanish. The Diccionario de la Real Acadenia

delaLenguaEspafrola has two entries, the fifth and the sixth, which can

help us define 'Americanism." To begin with, "\(ord, turn, phonetic,

grammatical or semantic trace belonging to any American indigenous

language or deriving from it" fmy translation]. In this understanding,

American indigenous languages have passed into Spanish and are iden-

tified as alien. The other entry, "\flord, turn, phonetic, grammatical or
semantic trace which is characteristic of or proceeds from the Spanish

spoken in any American country" (1992,89). This definition refers to

the special form acquired by Spanish in America, that is, its dialectaliza-

tion. It also denotes the language in which the texts studied have been

written: a Spanish charged not only with traces, but with indigenous

lexical items, besides other defining characteristics.

This project deals with these'Americanisms" from a postcolonial per-

spective; this project deals with those 'Americanisms" as American
indigenous language patrimonial words which appear in Spanish dis-
courses as a consequence of a particular event in time. The authors who

used them believed that in so doing they would better explain the
American territory to their European readers and also add exoticism to
their descriptions. I believe that these indigenous terms form the core

of the languages spoken in America when the Spanish invasion took
place. Their study offers many opportunities to attempt the reconstruc-

tion of numerous native cultural features that have not been well under-
stood or interpreted since the sixteenth century Besides, it is of the

rrtmost importancc to incorporate nat ive words and meaning into the
l inguist ic rcs()rrr(( ' \  o l  t 'ac:h indigenous language or idiomatic var iety.
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Some researchers have developed glossaries, generally placing them

at the end of their editions of colonial texts, but they have added con-

temporary explanations to the old entries in Quechua or in other native

languages. This temporal overlapping distorts synchronic meanings,

while at the same time contributing to the dissemination of erroneous

interpretations of life in Gwantinsuyu, different from those observed by

the first Europeans, and different also from what has been confirmed by

archaeology, history, and linguistics. Lexicographers such as Baldinger

(1989) register the first time a word appears in manuscripts or in print

and also identify the selected words'etymology, without grouping them

according to language.

There is an important work on the lexicology of the sixteenth cen-

tury, written by Peter Boyd-Bowm an in 1972: Lîxico bispanoamericano del

Siglo XVI, which has recently been copied in a CD format for computer

viewing. His emphasis is on building a paradigm of Spanish words used

in that period as they appeared mainly in bureaucratic and legal manu-

script documents. Baldinger's work and that of Boyd-Bowman are the

closest endeavours to my own, though they differ in an important way:

they are meant to familiarize the historical or anthropological

researcher with the lexical items used in the Spanish language of the

period. Their work, then, stems from an interest in the Spanish lexicon

of the times, not in indigenous ones.

In the line of early Vocabularies and Grammars of native languages,

we have excellent examples in those of Domingo de Santo Tomâs (1560)

and Diego Conzâlez Holgufn (1608), among others. Their aim was to

appropriate Quechua words and phrases to aid them in their project of

catholization and evangelization in indigenous languages.

On the other hand, the incessant search for indigenous languages'

grammatical, morphological, and semantic characterizations through

Spanish writers' testimonies has been the task of Rodolfo Cerrôn'

Palomino for many years. He has advanced Quechua (1987), Aimara

(2000), and lately Puquina linguistics, opening new avenues of explana-

tion and understanding of toponyms, patronyms, and nomenclatures

that would otherwise be obscure.
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Anthony Pym's idea of intersection (2000) also provides momentum in
dealing with $exts that exhibit great examples of multil ingualism, and
allows for better explanations of specific issues such as sub-lation
(Niranjana 1992) and "traffic" of meanings and significations (pratt
2002). Schleiermacher's notions of foreignness and domesticity (1gg2)
help us understand the position of the translator regarding both the
original and his own version. Enguita Utrilla's classification of transla-
t ion techniques (tooe) has been quite useful  in del ineat ing the ini t ia l ,
basic approaches to translation activities in the second half of the six-
teenth century in the Andean region. Invaluable insights have been pro-
vided by césar ltier's sophisticated research (lgg5) into manipulatory
translation activities, especially by Spanish friars dealing with catholiza-
tion strategies and techniques.

As future tasks of the project, the following appear to be the most
urgent. The need for expanding concepts like cultural and linguistic
translation in a colonial context is evident. More research has to go into
the strategies of conveying meaning in two languages simultaneously,
the problematics of perception and representation, and the study of
early chronicles as bicultural and bilingual documents. Research into
the process of transcoding, that is, of the delivery of what is contained
in one code into anothe4 for example, from oral to written, fromkbipu to
oral and to written, also needs to be initiated and pursued.

Objectives

The aim of Glosas croriQuenses is the identification and recuperation of the
lexical and semantic patrimony of lndlgenous languages, prioritizing
Andean ones. These linguistic items will expose ideas and concepts per-
taining to the Andean realm in pre- and post-Conquest times. It is a
contribution to the extension and deepening of indigenous languages'
idiomatic resources, enriching their actual linguistic bases.

A further priority is the contextualized registration of the Spanish
equivalents <ll indigenous patrimonial terms even though the context in
quest ion is a Sparr ish one. The sixteenth century is a relevant per iod
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because the language contact was recent, between fifteen and forty

years old. Thus, indigenous languages had been less exposed to the

in(lucnce of the Spanish language. Insofar as it is possible, the cultural

sphere of the use of those words will also be provided. The early

Spanish descriptions of hfe in the Andean region constitute a complex

yet unique source for the history and the study of cultural issues of the

vanishing Inca civ i l izat ion, and also the traces of pre- lnca cul tural

remains.

The early writers of the texts that comprise Closas croniQuenses were

witnesses of what they described and could relate to their surroundings

for confirmation or confrontation of their informants' reports. They had

first-hand information and are primary sources for the study of the

period from historical, linguistic, and cultural perspectives.

Yet another aim is to develop a better comprehension of the bicul-

tural nature of the narrative, starting with what Spaniards intended to

describe and explain to their European readership, underlining issues of

culturally based perception and description. Also, it should not be over-

looked that indigenous protocols of the spoken word were ignored
(Fossa 2002b) when the questioning of informants was practiced.

The identification of each specific indigenous language is of primary

importance here, since many words were either not identified by their

Spanish users, or were v/rongly attributed to a "general" language. This

identification implies a normalization of indigenous terms, especially

since they were being representated in alphabetic writing for the first

time, resulting in several forms for the same word or words. So fa4 the-

identified indigenous languages used by Spaniards in texts written in

the sixteenth century in the Andes are Quechua, Aimara, Puquina,

Tâino. Kunâ. and Nâhuatl.

Each bilingual entry allows for the identification of translation strate-

gies in use in the sixteenth century. Interlinguistic equivalences are the

most common, but several others are also present.

As a series of electronic primary sources, Glosas croniquel,ses seeks to

attract future contributors of new texts and glossaries. Every sixtee ntlr-

century text deal ing with the Andean region is a potent ial  sourcc ol
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native terminology and its equivalents. Thus, the project should be in
continuous growth, having numerous contributors and a permanent

administrative body to monitor and modulate that gro'wth.

Last but not least, Closas croniQuenses should generate enthusiasm from
funding agencies and institutions dedicated to the support of innovative
research in Andean indigenous linguistics. Their help is needed to pro-
vide breadth and depth to the project as it currently exists.

Description

As indigenous lexical items are identified in the Spanish texts, a series of
bilingual, synchronic, indigenous languages-Spanish glossaries-are
being constructed. Toponyms are included since they offer not only
semantic but also geographic and historical linguistic information, they
will therefore also help trace the expansion of different cultures, with
different languages, through Andean territory. Patronyms form an
important part of the glossaries from a dual perspective. On the one
hand, they offer semantic meaning, and on the otheç specialists stil l
have dlfficulties in determining if they designated members of one fam-
ily or if they were honorific titles used only with certain types of offi-
cers. Some words in Spanish have been included, when they refer to
indigenous cultural objects or functions. Because of this, the glossaries
will house the descriptions and definitions corresponding to those
items that would otherwise be lost. In some of the glossaries the user
will also find a column with the entry from the respective manuscript.
Those entries sometimes differ from the ones in the edited work. They
are important from a linguistic point of view and also serve as a guide in
the linguistic identification of the indigenous term.

Each entry is made up of the indigenous term as it was published and,
when needed, the term in the manuscript, phonologic transcription, lan-
guage identification, and a citation which carries the equivalence, mean-
ing, and description in Spanish. The preparation of all this information
has becn srrpportcd by the abi l i ty of  special ized professionals in l in-
g r r i s t i cs ,  (  ( )n l l ) r t ( ( ' l  p rogramming,  pa leography ,  d iscourse  ana lys is ,  and
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history. Regarding the phonologic transcription, I would like to say that

this graphic representation is a reconstruction based on the Quechua

alphabe t officialized in Peru in 1985 (Codenzzi 1987, 41).1 believe it is

irnportant to add this information because we have found much instabil-

ity in the way native words have been registered, and consequently in

the variety of ways in which they are written in the texts. The graphic

representation corresponds to the underlyin! t'orm of the many ways in

which one word appears in texts and manuscripts. This form represents

the sounds heard, that is, what the author wanted to write.

The inclusion of Spanish words describing peoples, officers, and

indigenous institutions was decided because many of them are known

by their Spanish nicknames, "orejonesi'"parcialidades/'"provinciasl'These

terms are "partially" spanish, in the sense that only the signifiers are of

that origin. The content is native, even though the native word that

identifies it is omitted. The proposal of including these mixed terms is

based in the concept of the linguistic sign, defined as'

una unidad del plano de la manifestaciôn, constituida por la

relaciôn de presuposici6n reciproca que se establece entre las mag-

nitudes del plano de la expresidn (o significante) y del plano del

contenido (o significado) durante el acto de lenguaje" (a unit of the

manifestation plane constituted by the relationship of reciprocal

presupposition established between the magnitudes of the expres-

sion plane Ior signifier] and of the content plane for signified] dur-

ing the act of  language) four translat ion].  (Greimas and Courtès

198s, 376).

Thls definition refers to only one language, of course, the most com-

mon instance. But in a special situation of language contact as that of

colonization, complex signs appear such as the ones I am describing

now, in which the signifier belongs to one language, that of the colo-

nizer, andthe signified to another one, that of the colonized. A reversal

of this situation is also cotrllrlofi: the signifier is indigenous and the sig-

nified European.
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Identifled words in the native languages usually appear in early texts
written by Spaniards along with their explanations or equivalencies in
Spanish. The basic unit of study is thus the lexical bilingual pair, syn-
chronic, of the sixteenth century This is an important time period due
to the recentness of the Spanish presence in the area. \With the
informed help of Marco Ferrel ,  a l inguist  special ized in Andean lan-
guages, lexical items in the glossaries that form this project have been
identified as pertaining not only to Quechua and Aimara, but also to
Puquina, Kunâ, Tàino, Nâhuatl, and others.

The project relies on computer programming to produce flexible and
open lists that allow for continous revisions by the project's teams. The
word lists are available through the Internet and can be easily accessed
for consultation and study Also, the glossaries' administrators have the
possibility and the capacity to continually adjust the material presented.

The Internet is used to house these glossaries because of its low cost
and easy international access. In low-technology countries it is possible
to access the glossaries through public computing centres. Bearing that
in mind, we have used a format that minimizes illustrations, avoiding
heavy files and resorting to simple programs which take up little com-
puter memory. This makes it very easy to access and consult the glos-
saries quickly

Databases can be used independently or in clusters, combined
according to the researchers' needs. Information about a single term in
all the authors can be obtained, as well as a selection of terms within a
single author, and all combinations in between. Users can adapt data-
bases to their research requirements and prepare shorter lists through a
selection of data to produce the fusions and combinations needed. Lists
can also be printed from the Internet.

The project's development

This project started, under a different name, in 1997 with a grant from
the Humarr i t ics Rcsearch Ini t iat ive of the Universi ty of Ar izona. I t  was
c<rr.rs<r l idatt ' r l  in ?()()O with a second grant from the same ent i ty Glosas
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croniquel,ts'rs also received a small Grant from the office of the vice

l)rcsiclcnt for Research and further funding from the College of

Hunranit ies and the Department of Spanish and Portuguese of the

Ll rriversity of Arizona.

Glosas croniQuenses' rirstphase includes three glossaries (see Appendix t)

and will soon be completed when one of the larger glossaries, that of

Juan de Betanzos, undergoes a final revision'

The second phase contains three texts (see Appeudix :) and is also

nearing completion. Both phases are already on the Internet' and

Zârate'sglossary will be undergoing a general revision. The first steps in

the construction of Hernando Pizarro's glossary have been taken; that

will be the shortest so far.

The third phase will start with glossaries that will be elaborated from

texts belonging to Licenciado Francisco Falcdn, soldier Pedro Pizarto,

and Friar Bartolomé Alvarez.

CLossnnv rnsLP

AUTHOR,5 NAMÊ
MANUscRtPT DarE
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Appendix I

First pbase glossaries

FrBsr pHasE cLossARtEs

AUTHOR,s  NAME TEXT TrrrE MaNUscRtpr  DaTE

Juan de  Betanzos

Pedro de Cieza

Po lo  Ondegardo

Suma y narraciôn

Crônica del Per(t.Segunda parte.

El sehorio de los lncas

Notables danos de no guardar a los
indios susfueros...

t 55r-r 564[+]

1 550

1571

These glossaries have been avai lable for internat ional consultat ion
since:

Ftns r  pnase  cLossARtEs  oN  THE wEB

AUTHoR,S NAME ON rx r  Wrs  s rNce

Juan de  Betanzos

Pedro de Cieza

Po lo  Ondegardo

zz September zoo3

3r October zooz

z8 March  zoor
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TxeY nne LOCATED AT:

http://www.coh.arizona.edu/spanish/FossaLydia/Betanzos/betanzos.htm (zoo4)

http://www.coh.a rizona.ed u/spa n ish/Fossa Lydia/Ondega rdo.htm | (zoot)

http://www.coh.arizona.edu/spanish/FossaLydia/Cieza/Cieza.html (zooz)

Appendix 2

Secoruo PHASETExTS

AUTHoR,S NAME TEXTÏTLE MaNUScRIPT DarE

Juan de Mat ienzo

Agustîn deZârate

Hernando Pizarro

Gobierno del Perû

Historia del descubrimiento y conquista
de los provinçias del Peru...

Carta a los Magnificos Sertores

1575

1 555
1533

'These glossaries have been available for international consultation

since:

Srcouo  pHAsE c tossARtEs  oN  THE wEB

Aurnon's Nar'ne ON THE WEB s rNcÊ

Juan de Matienzo

Agustin de7ârate

Hernando Pizarro

zztebruary zoo4

zz September zoo3

Tnrv caru BE FoUND AT:
http://www.coh.a rizona.ed u/spa n ish/Fossa Lydia /Zarate/todo.htm (zoo4)

http://www.coh.arizona.edu/spanish/FossaLydia/Matienzo/todo.htm (zoo4)

Appendix 3

In total, the project has received over 2,700 visits since

these numbers as per October 7,2O04:

2001. Detail of

Glosas croniquenses | 291

Vrsrrs ro cLossARy srre s strucr 2001

ClossnnY Vrsrrs Glossanv Vtsrts

Juan de Betanzos

Pedro de Cieza

Polo Ondegardo

Total

6tt
r ,r85
1,521

3,982

Juan de Mat ienzo

Agustin deZârate

Hernando Pizarro

246

5>5

Some of the visitors express in writing their positive reactions on view-
ing the glossaries, and using them in their research projects.

In April 2000, I presented the project and the initiation of the first
phase with Polo Ondegardo's glossary to the Symposium on Edition
and Annotation of Andean Tèxts at Harvard University The sympo-
sium presentations were published as a book' Edlci1n y anotaci1n de tex-
tos andiuos in 2000.

In February 2001, I gave a presentation stressing Ondegardo's glos-

sary more than the overall project, at the Eleventh Annual Craduate
Student Symposium at the University of Arizona.

In May 2004, I presented a more mature project with six authors
online at the Thanslation and the Future of History Conference
organized by the Canadian Association for Tlanslation Studies, in
\Winnipeg.

In October 2004, I presented Glosas croni4uenses to a group of
Pontificia Universidad Catdlica del Peni students.

I believe it is important now to continue communicating the expan-

sion of Glosas croniQuenses among interested scholars. I plan to write a
'series 

of letters to colleagues around the world informing them about
this useful research tool. I am also approaching funding agencies and
institutions for future financing.


